1. Virus update - Karine gave an update on study away programs. In some regions, it was recommended that students leave, but students and parents decide. Extended spring break by a week. Faculty have a week to prepare for fully online. A sizeable number of students who want to do remote only. For the extra week, no classes. Faculty will have to decide what to cut as the semester is not being extended. We don’t have plans to go fully remote. Pass/fail starts March 23rd through April 3 same for withdrawal date. Question was whether we want to extend date. Extend pass/fail - allow to do as many as they want and include classes in the major and to drop to end of semester, last day of classes. Submission of 5 p.m. on May 4th. In order to count for major, foreign language, or gen ed requirement - waiving exception for courses for major so that they can take pass/fail. Talked about various scenarios and grading. Communication plans. Concise emails on different subjects.

2. EPAG meeting during 2nd midterm break.
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